A PICTURE IS WORTH A THOUSAND MEASUREMENTS:	

A CALIBRATION PROCEDURE FOR PINNIPED WHISKER LENGTH	

ESTIMATION USING PHOTOGRAMMETRY	
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PHOTOGRAMMETRY	


WHISKER GROWTH DYNAMICS	


BACKGROUND	


(a) LINEAR? 4	


Using photos to measure objects	


(b) ASYMPTOTIC? 5	


ADVANTAGES	


length	


• Whiskers (vibrissae) archive a serial timeline of
foraging information along their length2.	


length	


• Stable δ13C and δ15N isotope signatures are used to
observe foraging ecology in far-ranging pinnipeds1.	


• Reliable information about whisker growth and
shedding is necessary to assign appropriate time
scales to stable isotope data3.	

• Published studies report inconclusive values for
whisker growth and shedding patterns within and
across pinniped species4.	


METHODS	

1	


	


• Prone to length underestimation5	


• Can be repeated for serial
measurements	


• Does not consider sub-dermal portion
of whisker	


OBJECTIVES	


time	


time	


DISADVANTAGES

• Non-destructive, non-invasive	


(a) 	


50 days

50 days

50 days	


(b) 	


30 days

70 days

100 days	


2	


Obtain photogrammetric length estimates
from post-mortem animals.	


3	


Pluck and directly measure each whisker (root
to tip).	


1. Use photogrammetry to predict actual whisker
length (root to tip).	

2. Examine how length determined by photogrammetry
differs within and between three pinniped species.	


RESULTS	


Design a whisker bed map to identify whiskers.	


a. Northern elephant seal (Mirounga angustirostris)	

b. Pacific harbor seal (Phoca vitulina)	

c. California sea lion (Zalophus californianus)	


Species-specific calibration equations	


4	


Construct linear models to correlate	

photogrammetric measurements with 	

direct measurements. 	


DISCUSSION	


Species

Equation

R2

P-value

n

Northern elephant seal

Actual = 1.178 (Photogrammetric) + 1.222

0.93

<.0001

242

Pacific harbor seal

Actual = 1.176 (Photogrammetric) + 0.808

0.92

<.0001

212

California sea lion

Actual= 1.165 (Photogrammetric) + 0.415

0.97

<.0001

175

APPLICATIONS	

We are currently conducting a photogrammetric study to examine individual whisker growth and
shedding dynamics in a captive, trained Northern elephant seal. 	


• Calibration equations allow accurate determination of whisker lengths
by photogrammetry in three pinniped species. 	

	

Preliminary results show ASYMPTOTIC GROWTH6.	

• The primary purpose of these models is to supplement long-term
growth studies for individual species. 	


Whisker: C5	


Whisker: E5	


Whisker: G3	


Whisker: G4	


• We suggest a species-specific calibration model. Are differences
between species models biologically significant?	

• These data can be used to assign reliable timeline information to
Stable Isotope Analysis results. 	


Time since start of study (days)	
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